The Audacity of Hope is by Barack __
__ Strength is about the Indianapolis Colts' coach Tony Dungy
Diary of a __ Kid by Jeff Kinney
The Post-Birthday __ by Lionel Shriver features a love triangle
The latest "You" book by Roizen and Oz is You Staying __
Become a __ You by Joel Osteen
James Patterson's latest Alex Cross mystery, __ Cross
Caroline Kennedy wrote about A __ Christmas
Then We Came to the End - A Novel by Joshua Ferris: __ humor
Stephen Colbert's political release I Am __ (And So Can You!)
No One __ Here More Than You: Stories by Miranda July
Dean Koontz's latest golden retriever novel The __ Evening of the Year
Harry Potter and the __ Hallows by J.K. Rowling
The third book in the Stephanie Meyer's Twilight vampire trilogy
A Long Way Gone: Memoirs of a Boy __ by Ishmael Beah
Body __: A Novel by prolific writer Anita Shreve
Tree of Smoke: A Novel by Denis Johnson depicts U.S. soldiers in __
The World __ Us by Alan Weisman
The __ Policeman's Union by Michael Chabon
Diana __ released two Lord John novels
Deceptively Delicious is by celebrity wife Jessica __
Sue Grafton's latest: T is for __
The Age of Turbulence is a memoir by Alan __
On Chesil Beach was his follow up to Saturday
Out Stealing Horses: A Novel by Per Petterson was translated from __
Born __ __ is a memoir by comic Steve Martin
A Thousand Splendid Suns by Khaled Hosseini describes life in __
An __ Book by Glenn Beck looks at the world's problems